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The mixed series Co~,Fe,-xCr2S4 has been studied by x-ray, Mijssbauer spectroscopy, and 
superconducting quantum-interference device (SQUID) magnetometry. The crystal structure is 
found to be a cubic spinel, and the lattice constant a0 decreases linearly with increasing cobalt 
concentration. Miissbauer spectra of Co,Fe,-,Cr& have been taken at various temperatures 
ranging from 4.2 to 300 K. The iron ions are ferrous and occupy the tetrahedral sites. The Curie 
temperature increases linearly with cobalt concentration, suggesting that the superexchange 
interaction for the Co-S-Cr link is stronger than that for the Fe-S-Cr link. Magnetic hypertine and 
quadrupole interactions in CoO.~ Fe Cr S at 4.2 K have been studied, yie.lding the following results: a.r 2 4 
H,,=80.8 kOe, +e2qQ( 1 +$$)1’2=2. 65 mm/s, B= 15”, 4=75”, and v= 1.0. It is notable that, as the 
temperature decreases below the Curie temperature, quadrupole splitting increases with decreasing 
temperature, suggesting the presence of an electric field gradient and accompanying relaxation 
effects. Magnetic susceptibility measurements by SQUID magnetometry show that superexchange - 
interactions between F$’ ions are ferrimagnetic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ferrimagnetic materials”” CoCr,S4 and FeCr&, 
both of which have normal spine1 structure, have been stud- 
ied in a large number of crystallographic, magnetic, and elec- 
tric investigations as well as by Mijssbauer spectroscopy.“-5 
The Curie point T, is about 177 K for FeCr& and 227 K for 
CoCr2S4. r As a result of the strong preference of the Crs’ 
ions for the octahedral sites, the compounds become normal 
spinels with Fe”’ or Co”’ ions at the tetrahedral sites and 
Cr” ions at the octahedral sites.’ The crystal structure of 
FeCr& remained cubic down to 5 K7 FeCr2S4 undergoes a 
second-order phase transition at about 10 K that changes the 
local symmetry at the Fez’ sites.” The most interesting fea- 
ture of Mijssbauer spectra is a quadrupole splitting below T, 
which increases with decreasing temperature. Miissbauer 
studies of Co,rFe,-,Cr2S4 which were done only in limited 
temperature ranges have been reported by several authors.5’7 
Above T, , the spectra form a narrow singlet line, indicating 
a strictly cubic environment of the Fe” ion at tetrahedral 
sites. In the case of high-Co”+-concentration samples, the 
strength of the hyperfine field Hhf decreases strongly while 
the. values of the quadrupole splitting AE, increase strongly 
at low temperatures. The results are not complete for all the 
temperature regions so far. Moreover, Mossbauer spectra, 
which must result from the combined magnetic hyperfine 
and electric quadrupole interaction below T,:, have never 
been analyzed with constraint of linewidth. 

Here we present the results of Miissbauer experiments 
which are analyzed under the consideration of Hhf, $e’q&, 
0, 4, and r,~, and compare them with those of x-ray and 
superconducting quantum-interference device (SQUID) ex- 
periments. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

The mixed system Co,Fet-.,Cr2S4 was prepared by di- 
rect reaction of the high-purity elements Co, Fe. Cr, and S in 
an evacuated quartz tube. The stoichiometric mixtures were 
sealed in evacuated quartz ampoules and heated at 500 “C 
for one day, at 800 “C for one day, and then at 1050 “C for 
three days. Tn order to obtain a homogeneous material, it was 
necessary to grind a sample after the first firing and to press 
it into a pellet for the second heating at 1050 “C for live days 
in evacuated and sealed quartz ampoules. The samples were 
“‘Fe enriched to 3.0 at. % of the metal atoms for Mossbauer 
measurements. The Miissbauer spectra were recorded using a 
conventional spectrometer of the electromechanical type 
with a 57Co source in a rhodium matrix. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The lattice constants were determined by using the 
Nelson-Riley functions and extrapolating to backward dif- 
fraction (8=90”). The results are shown in Table I. The lat- 
tice constant no decreases linearly with increasing Co”’ con- 
centration and follows Vegard’s law approximately. This can 
be expected in view of the fact that the ionic radius of 0.71 A 
for Co’+ ions is smaller than that of 0.77 A for Fe”+ ions. 

a)Present address: Department of Physics, Choseon University, Kwangjoo Mijssbauer spectra of Co,Fe, -XCr2S4 were measured at 
501-795, khcta. various absorber temperatures from liquid-helium tempera- 
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